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Thank you Aramis for that warm introduction. I am grateful to you for being my 

teacher, and for the privilege of calling you my friend. And thank you, and your 

congregation, for hosting us in this home of the Bethel Community Transformation 

Center, this home of Breakers Covenant Church International, this Beth El, house of 

God, that is truly a house of prayer for all peoples. Isaiah’s prophetic vision is etched on 

this building, and you have brought it to life.  

 

Pastor Aramis Hinds and I met at an event commemorating a march that occurred 

before we were born. It was the spring of 2015, and as clergy we felt called to stand 

with our interfaith colleagues as we remembered the march in Selma 50 years 

before.  We remembered it, not because we were there, or even because we were 

alive at the time, but because we felt compelled to include that march as part of the 

story we tell about our own lives and the lives of our communities.  

 

And as Jews do every year when recalling the Exodus, I imagined the march as if it 

were I who came forth from the Edmund Pettus Bridge, as if I stood arm in arm with 

the broken bodies of those beside me. I know that many of you were actually there, 

or were deeply involved in the civil rights struggle in a multitude of ways. Jews are 

still proud of our role in the civil rights movement, and the iconic image of Rabbi 

Abraham Joshua Heschel marching with Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King in Selma. 

That memory is a blessing.  And it is not enough. 

 

A few weeks after we met, Pastor Aramis showed me this beautiful sanctuary. I 

started to tear up, not because of the truly remarkable amount of dust, but because 

this space, which I had only heard about, felt familiar, as if it were a visceral part of 

the story of my life, of my Judaism. Not because I can claim this space—only God can 

do that—but because there on the walls are written the names of my tradition’s 

prophets, of the rabbinic luminaries I studied, of the people who shaped the Judaism 

that I live and teach. And there on the ceiling is an immigrant child, and I, who 

frankly sometimes feel like an immigrant in this city, wondered what it meant for 
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that child to be building a new life in America, and what it means for us to be 

building a life for a new generation in the City of Detroit. 

 

As you know well, the Isaac Agree Downtown Synagogue stands at the heart of 

tremendous change in Detroit, change that is both productive and destructive, both 

Jewish and not Jewish. Within the past 10 years, the number of Jews living in the city 

of Detroit has increased to somewhere between 500-1000. The number of Jews 

working in the city has grown tremendously. The number of Jewish kids being 

raised in the city has grown from a handful to over 30, nearly half of whom were 

born in the last 2 years. Those 1000 Jews, from newborns to retirees, are wrestling 

with the question of whether we can build our lives, and a piece of Metro Detroit’s 

Jewish community, here in the city.  

 

And so during these Days of Awe, I seek to complicate and concentrate on exploring 

a vision for what it means to build a life for a new generation in Detroit—a vision 

that includes all of us, and requires the memories and wisdom of all of us. 

 

And we do that in particular today, on Yom Hazikaron, the Day of Remembrance. 

Today we place ourselves in a sacred narrative, both communal and individual. We 

review our memories, some real, some imagined, some with pride, some with regret, 

as we consider who we wish to become. And we do that with humility, in 

partnership with the Divine.  

 

As Professor David Kraemer wrote, “Memory is, primarily, a divine quality, 

representing God’s ability to overcome the limitations of a particular time, to see the 

part as one segment of a far greater whole. When humans remember, therefore, we 

are imitating God, overcoming our own limits, and, in God-like fashion, identifying 

with the breadth of history...Fundamentally, our memory is who we are.” 

 

God remembers throughout the Torah, and it shapes what is to come. In our Torah 

portion this morning, God pakad et Sarah. Pakad, as our machzor’s translation 
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suggests, means to remember, or as Brown/Driver/Briggs suggests, to pay 

attention. It is an active engagement that leads to action. Memory is an important, 

divine act, which can change the future. 

 

And so as a generation of Jews—and here I mean a generation in time, not a 

generation in age—moves “back” into the city, the very language we use reflects our 

relationship with memory.  It echoes the attachment that past generations have felt 

to this city, and the feeling for some that even after decades of living elsewhere, this 

city is still “home.”  It also beautifully underscores the idea of created memories—

many, if not most, of the Jews who are moving into the city had never lived here 

before. They, we, are not personally moving “back”—we are part of a communal 

narrative of return. But saying that Jews are moving back also fast forwards close to 

50 years. And a lot happened in those 50 years. Tuesday night we brought Torah 

scrolls back into this building for the first time in 45 years. It was a powerful and 

unifying experience. But let us be clear. This building was not ours to return to. We 

were graciously welcomed by the BCCI community, who are allowing us to 

recommit to this space, not reclaim it. 

 

We were welcomed by leaders like Apostle Edwin Lindsey, who speaks fondly of his 

childhood, when he would shop at a local store with Jewish owners, and would not 

need to have money because the owners knew him and his family, and knew they 

would be paid in the future.  We were welcomed by Pastor Aramis, who sees racial 

reconciliation as part of the sacred work he has been called to do, and whose own 

story allows him the gift of being able to see the world through multiple lenses. The 

event demonstrated the work of people like Arlene Frank, our Executive Director, 

who is not coming “back” to Detroit, she has lived here for decades, and she and her 

husband raised their son Aaron in this city. The event was conceived by Oren 

Goldberg, one of our board members, who deeply understands the sensitivities of 

building a life in this city. And we were welcomed by Rabbi Mark Miller, the current 

rabbi of Temple Beth El. 
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We were also welcomed by people who had been in this space years ago, when it 

was an active congregation of Jewish Detroiters. The Temple Beth El congregation 

left this building in 1973, or to put it another way, TBE moved to their new home in 

Bloomfield Hills in 1973.  I want to use TBE’s narrative not as a rebuke of the 

congregation or its leadership at the time, but because TBE’s departure from this 

building is one of the complex memories that are alive as we worship here today.  I 

certainly do not know all of factors that went into the decision to leave this building, 

or the decisions to leave synagogues and homes across the city. For many, these 

were not easy decisions, and, as Lila Corwin Berman discusses in her book 

“Metropolitan Jews,” some Jews were involved in creating a real estate crisis, and 

some were involved in neighborhood associations to keep neighborhoods intact as 

they diversified. Some Jews left the city, some stayed.  Some congregations moved 

for the geographic convenience of their members, and some because the new 

suburban structures were believed to be an exciting symbol of Jewish renewal.  

Temple Beth El, in its commitment to social justice, and the prophetic tradition 

inscribed on its walls, stayed in the city longer than many other congregations. And 

perhaps it was that commitment to social justice that motivated TBE member Dr. 

Marylin Heins, in 1967, to write a letter to Rabbi Richard Hertz, expressing her 

concern that “Plans to move our beautiful temple seem to be underway. I believe 

such a move can be considered a potentially fatal blow to an already suffering city.” 

She proposed ways to transform the building so they could stay, and thereby say to 

the City of Detroit, “We will not run, despite the many problems of the city. We 

recognize that without a city there can be no suburbs. We further recognize that 

Detroit has been good to us, has helped us achieve prosperity. We say thank you by 

staying and affirming our faith in our city.”  

 

Obviously, there is not one narrative, one history, which can encapsulate the 

memories that are with us today. We are the product of many individual and 

collective memories, and of our own. So what does it mean to you to be in this 

space? What does it mean to you when you see young Jews moving into the city? 
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What are the stories and narratives that shape this Day of Remembrance, here in the 

city of Detroit?  

 

For in the words of Rabbi Heschel, “The authentic individual is neither an end nor a 

beginning, but a link between ages, both memory and expectation…To us, 

recollection is a holy act; we sanctify the present by remembering the past. To us 

Jews, the essence of faith is memory. To believe is to remember.” 

 

Because when we are also the product of the historical realities that have built and 

burned relationships, it is sometimes hard to talk about it. But here, too, we need to 

rely on the wisdom of an ancient tradition. Jews argue. We’re proud of that. We’ve 

argued with God, we’ve debated our way through the Talmud, the philosophers and 

theologians whose names appear on that wall have debated with one another 

through their writings over millennia. As a people, we have not shied away from 

difficult conversations.  And when we have them, we always include and 

acknowledge the opposing side.  Abraham’s argument with God is included in the 

Torah, Shammai’s perspectives are included in the Talmud, even though he usually 

loses the argument to Hillel. Theologians cite one another and the Judaism we hold 

today is the product of all of those difficult conversations.  

 

Ours is a religion that believes that sacred relationships can include difficult 

conversations. Martin Buber articulated the belief that God resides in the intentional 

conversation and connection between two people. We cannot do God’s work 

without being in relationship. 

 

And ours is a religion that has never waivered from our belief in loving the stranger 

and pursuing justice. We haven’t always done a great job of it, but God is pretty clear 

on the topic. As I have said before and will say again, the commandment to love the 

stranger, rooted in our own communal memory of slavery, is repeated in the Torah 

36 times.  That is far more than any other commandment, both underscoring its 

importance, and perhaps its difficulty.  
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Because let me tell you what else I saw when Pastor Aramis brought me into this 

space two years ago. I saw how over the course of decades, the air became musty as 

the ruach, the breath of life of generations of worshippers, had stopped circulating 

through this space. The shaarey tzedek, the gates of righteousness, opening onto 

Woodward Avenue, became boarded up. The ceiling of this sacred space was 

dripping with water damage as if it were God’s tears over the separation of God’s 

children. And now here we are. New worshippers have literally brought breath back 

into this room. We have opened restored gates of righteousness. And, my friends, 

the question now is whether we can turn God’s weeping to joy.  

 

Because on Yom Hazikaron, on the Day of Remembrance, we begin our process of 

tshuvah, of turning, toward our best selves. We examine our deeds of the past, we 

evaluate them, we ask for forgiveness for the mistakes that we’ve made, and we turn 

toward a different future. I challenge you and us to use our past for the good—to 

build a future that feels grounded in where we came from, while not being beholden 

to its mistakes. A future that reflects the deepest messages of our tradition. A future 

built on the sacred relationships that can support difficult conversations. Tomorrow 

I will say more about that future. So come back. And until then, look back, with the 

knowledge that the best in us, personally and collectively, is yet to come.   

 

 


